YA BOOKS FEATURING POC
Dread Nation by Justina Ireland
Jane McKeene was born two days before
the dead began to walk the battlefields of
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania--derailing the
War Between the States and changing the
nation forever.
YA FIC IRELAND

Children of Blood and Bone by
Tomi Adeyemi
Seventeen-year-old Zélie, her
older brother Tzain, and rogue
princess Amari fight to restore
magic to the land and activate a
new generation of magi, but they
are pursued by the crown prince,
who believes the return of magic
will end the monarchy.
YA FIC ADEYEMI

Pride by Ibi Zoboi
Zuri Benitez has pride. Brooklyn pride,
family pride, and pride in her Afro-Latino
roots. But pride might not be enough to
save her rapidly gentrifying neighborhood
from becoming unrecognizable.
YA FIC ZOBOI

Let Me Hear a Rhyme by Tiffany
Jackson
Three Brooklyn teens plot to turn
their murdered friend into a
major rap star by pretending he's
still alive.
YA FIC JACKSON

With the Fire on High by Elizabeth
Acevedo

The Sun is Also a Star by Nicola
Yoon

Even though she dreams of working as a
chef after she graduates, Emoni knows
that it's not worth her time to pursue the
impossible. Yet despite the rules she
thinks she has to play by, once Emoni
starts cooking, her only choice is to let her
talent break free.

Two teens--Daniel, the son of
Korean shopkeepers, and Natasha,
whose family is here illegally from
Jamaica--cross paths in New York
City on an eventful day in each of
their lives and fall in love.
YA FIC YOON

YA FIC ACEVEDO

Tyler Johnson Was Here by Jay Coles

The Belles by Dhonielle Clayton

When Marvin Johnson's twin brother,
Tyler, is shot and killed by a police officer,
Marvin must fight injustice to learn the
true meaning of freedom.

In a world where Beauty is a
commodity only a few control,
one Belle will learn the dark
secrets behind her powers, and
rise up to change the world.

YA FIC COLES

YA FIC CLAYTON

